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Meanwhile, in the Spears Mansion, the Southern Boss was having a meeting with his inner circle when Rodney rushed inside.

"Rodney, welcome back! How did things go with Yonas Thompsons?" The Southern Boss asked.

Yonas was the grandson of the leader of the Thompsons, and killing him was too big a decision to make, so Rodney informed his

father and gained his approval ahead of time; however, the Southern Boss did not receive any update up until this moment.

"Dad, it's done! I saw with my own eyes that Arthur Thompsons gathered people to go after Leon before I came home, so if I'm

not mistaken, Leon is going die this time," Rodney said with a smile.

"Excellent! Splendid!" Upon hearing this, the Southern Boss could not help but burst into hearty laughter.

Thanks to Leon's inscrutable skills and the Thompsons' protection over him, despite multiple attempts to deal with Leon, they all

failed.

With Rodney and Joel's plotting against Yonas and framing Leon, it caused a bitter feud between the Thompsons and Leon.

This time, without expending a single soldier, the Southern Boss could utilize the Thompsons' hand to eliminate Leon, a great

potential threat to the Spears, and the joy in his heart was beyond measure.

"Young Master's plan to frame and get others to do the dirty work is truly ingenious!"

"Indeed, such brilliance!" The others followed suit, giving their enthusiastic approval of Rodney's scheme, which only fueled

Rodney's sense of satisfaction even more.

"By the way, Rodney, where is the Fourth Apostle?" The Southern Boss asked with confusion.

To ensure the success of the plan to harm Yonas, he specifically assigned the Fourth Apostle to accompany Rodney in his

mission.

Now, seeing only Rodney return without the Fourth Apostle in sight, he could not help but find it strange.

"Oh, I had the Fourth Apostle secretly follow the Thompsons ' people to Elegante Group!" Rodney explained.

His main goal in harming Yonas was to manipulate the Thompsons into eliminating Leon, so he arranged for the Fourth Apostle

to covertly monitor the actions of Arthur and August.

Once Arthur killed Leon, the Fourth Apostle was ordered to promptly report back to the Spears.

"I see!" The Southern Boss said.

Rodney pondered for a moment and spoke, "Dad, the second bloodline of the Thompsons saw Yonas as the legitimate heir. Now

that Leon has 'harmed' Yonas, Arthur and August will kill Leon to avenge Yonas. Once Leon's dead, Cynthion Group will be an

easy target. In any case, before the other ancient martial families have a chance to react, I think we should be prepared in

advance, take control of Cynthion Group first, and prevent others from seizing the opportunity."

"Yes, you're right!" The Southern Boss nodded in agreement. "We've finally gotten rid of Leon after so much effort. We absolutely

cannot let others reap the fruits of our victory."

He was well aware that Cynthion Group held immense profits and influence, and other families were eyeing the company as

well.

Once Leon died, everyone would want a piece of Cynthion Group and the Spears had to make the first move to seize all the

benefits for themselves.

Despite the wonderful fantasy in their mind, what happened next shook the Southern Boss and Rodney to their cores.
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